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Desertvolt Electric Systems is the exclusive agent Middle East for the 
distribution, sales, and marketing of Wenzhou Mengchen EV Manu-
facturing CO., LTD in China, a leading manufacturer of EV chargers. 
At the heart of Dubai, DesertVolt HQ is strategically located to effec-
tively manage business operations and provide support to all region-
al distributors. 
 
Wenzhou Mengchen EV is a technology enterprise dedicated to 
professional research and development, and production of high-end 
intelligent charging station equipment. The factory holds complete 
industry qualification certifications such as EN IEC 62196-1:2022, EN 
IEC 62196-2:2022, and EN IEC 61851-1:2019. The factory focuses on con-
tinuous development and quality assurance of its products. Current-
ly, it has developed and produced over 100 charging products across 
10+ categories, including DC-integrated charging stations, DC split 
charging stations, and wall-mounted AC/DC stations. 
 
DesertVolt has earned continuous trust of many customers by 
maintaining an unwavering commitment to quality and providing 
high-quality pre-sales, sales, and after-sales services. The company 
provides exceptional services to both new and existing customers 
and is committed to collaborating wholeheartedly to achieve suc-
cess in the future.



Technological

innovation 
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High Safety and Reliability

High Compatibility

•Industrial components and air duct design can cope with all 
harsh environments with low failure rate, extending the service life.

•Multiple protection functions during charging make charging 
safer and more reliable.

•Safe and reliable modular configuration is easy to install, main-
tain, and expand.

•Stable system architecture: high-performance ARM chip and 
linux operating system are adopted to achieve stability and opera-
tion control capability.

•National standard interface and protocol are compatible with all electric vehicles.

•Full digital design, remote diagnosis of charging fault based on the mastered operation parameters of charging station 
through monitoring platform, engaging in improving the efficiency of on-site operation and maintenance
High Operating Efficiency.
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High Operating Efficiency

Mengchen New Energy
Operation Platform

99% Available New Energy

•The most efficient charging module, with the eff iciency up to 96%, is adopted to effectively reduce operation consump-
tion

•Intelligent distribution of power dynamics for more eff icient charging and higher charging revenue.

•Constant power charging and various energy-saving designs with higher efficiency, lower loss, and lower cost

Compatible with various new energy.

national standard vehicle models.

All available new national.

standard AC charging ports.
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Enabling Management

Timely Response

Sharing Flow

Datamation, Processize and Modularization

Support for direct connection, franchise and other merchants Provision of station real-time monitoring 
and intelligent settlement, with clear data sorting Provision of comparison between competing stores 
to know ourself as well as the competing stores for precise marketing.

Vehicle owner service,24-hour customer service online Intelligent dispatching and intelligent recom-
mendation.

Access to 8000 fast charging stations from 60+charging operators as well as 6500+ new energy online 
car-hailing and 8500+ new energy logistics vehicles continuous connectivity with government regu-
lation, B-end enterprise platform, etc. aiming to enable users of the platform to share traffic and data, 
operate cooperatively and maximize benefits.

Realization of real-time monitoring, flexible operation and accurate settlement for charging stations
Improvement of overall operation efficiency and realization of benefit increase for merchants based
on big data and calculation.



 Mengchen New

Energy Operation 
Platform 
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Production Strengths

We Manufacture EV charger at Liushi Town
— City of Electrical Appliances Known as the 
production place of 60% low-voltage products in 
China.

Mechanized Assembly Line 
Workshop

Core System

Contribute to the world‘s new energy

Realization of real-time monitoring, flexible operation 
and accurate settlement for charging stations
Improvement of overall operation efficiency and reali-
zation of benefit increase for merchants based
on big data and calculation.
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Core System
Research and Development System  
30+ existing high-tech talents (including Doctor, 
Master, Professor-level Senior Engineer and Senior 
Engineer) focus on developing new energy 
infrastructure Products, and they are committed 
to providing you with the best new energy solutions. 

Customer Service System
Professional after-sales service team and quick 
response are able to provide you with high-quality 
tracking and equipment services, user training 
services and installation.

Manufacturing System
Industry-leading manufacturing system and 
independent production area adoption of inter-
nationally advanced and domestically mature 
first-class equipment for product quality assurance.

Marketing System
High-quality marketing personnel at home and 
abroad and global service network for the provision 
of timely and considerate purchase information 
and the best purchase configuration combination 
for you.

Engineering System
Professional system solution suppliers are able 
to provide you with high-quality projects, such 
as scheme design, engineering design, process 
design, system integration, etc.
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Over the years: We have always adhered to advanced 
production equipment, strict quality management, and 
sophisticated production testing procedures to ensure the 
excellent performance of each product.  
     
Excellent staff team, sophisticated production equipment. 
Accurate production management and standardized 
operating procedures are the foundation of Mengchen 
Import and Export and the cornerstone of achieving 
large-scale production and high quality.

Production Equipment ENTERPRISE QUALIFICATION
The Company has obtained several national invention patents 
to ensure its own technical leadership and uniqueness; 
simultaneously, EV Mengchen has presided over and 
participated in multiple national and Zhejiang provincial 
key scientific research projects and national and industrial
standards, and made a break-through to solve many technical 
problems in network applications such as the ecological
construction of new energy automobiles, intelligent charging 
field, etc.



New energy charging station 
series

Contribute to the world’s new energy!
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Model: CLX-AC-001
Product parameters

3.5KW       (CLX-AC-3.5KW)

AC Charging Box

Enclosure material thermoplastic with the flame retarded 
grade of UL94V-0

Terminal: copper alloy, sliver plated

Working ambient temperature: -30℃~+50℃ 

Rated working current: 10A/15A

Working voltage: 250V

Insulation resistance: >1000MQ(DC500V)
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Model: MCGJ-SC-001

Product parameters

Star Charge Series

7KW/11KW Wall Mounted AC 
Charger
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Model: MCGJ-SC-002

Product parameters

Star Charge Series

22KW/44KW AC Charger
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Model: CLX-AC-002
Product parameters

Vajra Series
(CLX-AC-7KW / CLX-AC-11/22KW )

7/11/22KW AC Charging
Station

The AC charging station provides 50Hz AC power supply 
with rated voltage of 220V/380V for charging electric vehicles 
with on-board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places: large, medium and small elec-
tric automobile charging stations; various public plac-
es with electric automobile parking spaces, such as urban 
residential communities, shopping plazas, electricity busi-
ness places, etc.; various transport hub areas, such as ser-
vice zone at motorway, bus station, wharf, etc.; as well as 
acceptance requirements of real estate and engineering 
construction.
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Model: CLX-AC-003

Product parameters

Lingdong Series 
(CLX-AC-7KW / CLX-AC-11/22KW)

7/11/22KW AC charging 
station
The AC charging station provides 50Hz power supply with 
rated voltage of 220V/ 380V for charging electric vehicles 
with on board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places: homes, urban residential communities, 
shopping plazas, schools ,hospitals, etc.
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Model: CLX-AC-004
Product parameters

Lingdong Series  
(CLX-AC-7KW / CLX-AC-11/22KW )

7/11/22KW AC charging
station

The AC charging station provides 50Hz power supply with 
rated voltage of 220V/ 380V for charging electric vehicles 
with on board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places: homes, urban residential communities, 
shopping plazas, schools, hospitals, etc.
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Model: CLX-AC-006
Product parameters

Lingdong Series  
(CLX-AC-7KW / CLX-AC-11/22KW) 

7/11/22KW AC charging 
station (residential household)

The AC charging station provides 50Hz power supply with 
rated voltage of 220V/ 380V for charging electric vehicles 
with on board chargers, which is mainly applicable to res-
idential household.
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Model: CLX-AC-007
Product parameters

Lingdong Series  
Lingzhi series (CLX-AC-2*11/2*22KW)

7KW AC charging station

The AC charging station provides 50Hz AC power supply 
with rated voltage of 380V for charging electric vehicles 
with on-board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places: large, medium and small electric auto-
mobile charging stations; various public places with elec-
tric automobile parking spaces, such as urban residential 
communities, shopping plazas, electricity business plac-
es, etc.; various transport hub areas, such a s service zone 
at motorway, bus station, wharf, etc.; as well as accep-
tance requirements of real estate and engineering con-
struction.
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Model: CLX-AC-008

Product parameters

Lingzhi series 
(CLX-AC-14KW )

2*11/2*22KW AC charging 
station

The AC charging station provides 50Hz AC power supply 
with rated voltage of 220V for charging electric vehicles 
with on-board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places: large, medium and small electric auto-
mobile charging stations; various public places with elec-
tric automobile parking spaces, such as urban residential 
communities, shopping plazas, electricity business plac-
es, etc.; various transport hub areas, such as service zone 
at motorway, bus station, wharf, etc.; as well as accep-
tance requirements of real estate and engineering con-
structionstruction.
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Model: CLX-AC-009
Product parameters

Delicacy Series
(CLX-AC-7KW)

7KW AC Charging Station

The AC charging station provides 50Hz AC power supply 
with rated voltage of 220V for charging electric vehicles 
with on-board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places: large,medium and small electric auto-
mobile charging stations; various public places with elec-
tric automobile parking spaces, such as urban residential 
communities, shopping plazas, electricity business plac-
es, etc.; various transport hub areas, such as service zone 
at motorway, bus station, wharf,etc.; as well as acceptance 
requirements of real estate and engineering construction.
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Model: CLX-AC-010
Product parameters

New series
(CLX-AC-7KW )

7KW AC Charging Station

The AC charging station provides 50Hz AC power supply 
with rated voltage of 220V for charging electric vehicles 
with on-board chargers, which is mainly applicable to the 
following places:large, medium and small electric auto-
mobile charging stations; various public places with elec-
tric automobile parking spaces, such as urban residential 
communities, shopping plazas, electricity business places, 
etc.; various transport hub areas, such as service zone at 
motorway, bus station, wharf,etc.; as well as acceptance re-
quirements of real estate and engineering construction.
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Model: CLX-DC-011
Product parameters

20/30KW

DC Charging Station
(CLX-DC-20KW / CLX-DC-30KW)

The AC charging station provides 50Hz AC power supply 
with rated voltage of 380V for charging electric vehicles 
with on-board chargers, which is mainlyapplicable to the 
following places: large, mediumand small electric automo-
bilecharging stations; various public places with electric 
automobile parking spaces,such as urban residential com-
munities, shopping plazas, electricity business places, etc.; 
varioustransporthub areas, such as service zone at motor-
way.bus station, whart etc.’ aswell as acceptance require-
ments of real estate and engineering construction.
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Model: CLX-DC-012

Product parameters

Protable DC Charging Station

Portable DC charging station for private use (private car, 
logistics vehicle, truck, etc.) operating companies and car 
rental. Accompanying gifts; it is particularly suitable for 
rapid deployment with limited space.
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Model: MCGJ-SC-003

Product parameters

Star Charge Series

60/80/120KW
DC Charging Station
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Model: CLX-DC-013

Product parameters

60/80/120KW
DC Charging Station

Integrated DC charging station is applicable to urban pub-
lic charging stations (bus, taxi, official business car, sani-
tation vehicle, logistics vehicle, etc.), various parking lots 
in urban residential areas, shopping malls and squares, 
power business places, etc; charging station of intercity ex-
pressway and other occasions requiring DC fast charging,  
especially suitable forrapid deployment in limited space.
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Model: CLX-DC-014

Product parameters

60/80/120/150/180KW
DC Charging Station
Integrated DC charging station is applicable to urban pub-
lic charging stations (bustaxi,official business car, sanita-
tion vehicle, logistics vehicle, etc.), various parking lots in 
urban residential areas, shoppingmalls and squares, power 
business places, etc.;charging station of intercity express-
way and other occasions requiring DC fast charging, espe-
cially suitable forrapid deployment in limited space.
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Model: CLX-DC-015

Product parameters

60/80/120/150/180KW
DC Charging Station
Integrated DC charging station is applicable to urban pub-
lic charging stations (bus, taxi, official business car, sanita-
tion vehicle, logistics vehicle, etc.), various parking lots in 
urban residential areas, shoppingmalls and squares, power 
business places, etc.; charging station of intercity express-
way and other occasions requiring DC fast charging, espe-
cially suitable forrapid deployment in limited space.
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DC Charging Gun

Product parameters

Enclosure material: thermoplastic, with the 
flameretarded grade of UL94V-0, terminal: copper 
alloy, silver plated
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AC Charging Gun

Product parameters

Enclosure material: thermoplastic, with the 
flameretarded grade of UL94V-0, terminal: copper 
alloy, silver plated



+971 5020-333556
https://desertvolt.co/en

ev_chargers_middle_eastDesertVoltElectric desertvolt @desertvolt


